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1.
What is Sherlock?



Sherlock is
▸ a shared HPC cluster, operated by the Stanford 

Research Computing Center 

▸ available at no cost to all Stanford faculty 
members and their research teams to support 
research

Sherlock is not

▸ a resource for course work, class assignments or 
general-use training sessions

http://srcc.stanford.edu/
http://srcc.stanford.edu/


▸ initially purchased and supported with seed 
funding from Stanford's Provost

▸ freely available, shared resources
▹ compute nodes 

including large-memory and GPU nodes

▹ networking equipment
▹ shared storage

▸ jobs scheduled using a fair-share algorithm

Sherlock



A little bit of history

2014 

▸ Sherlock opens for production 
initial seed of 120 nodes, funded by the University Provost

▸ First major expansion
200+ more nodes, funded by PIs from different Schools 

2016

▸ Sherlock reaches capacity
850 compute nodes, initial Infiniband fabric maxed out

2017

▸ Sherlock 2.0
Complete hardware, platform, software and services refresh



The Condominium model

Faculty members and PIs can become owners by 
purchasing their own compute nodes. They'll get:

▸ access to the shared infrastructure
interconnect, shared storage systems, software installations

▸ privileged access to their own nodes 
no wait time in queue

▸ access to all the other owner's nodes
when they're not in use (owner jobs preempt background jobs)

owners can benefit from the full scale of the cluster 
and get access to more compute nodes than their individual purchase 



Quite a success

▸ 90% of Sherlock's nodes are owners nodes

▸ 10x growth in 3 years
▹ 120 nodes 2014 → 1,200+ nodes 2017



20,000+ CPU cores
1,200 nodes, 600+ GPUs, 150 TB of memory

3,000 users
500+ PI groups, 80 owner groups
over 3,500 support tickets per year

7.5 PB
of shared storage (scratch, and longer-term storage, on Lustre)

Sherlock today



More numbers

45 racks

450 kW 

50 Ethernet sw

80 IB switches

3700+ IB cables

6 vendors, 18 server models

4  CPU, 3 GPU generations

90+ Slurm partitions

30,000 jobs/day

25+ million jobs submitted 

1.3 PFlops (FP64)

  that would be ~#200 in the Top500 list



2.
What's new?



Web resources

▸ new website 
http://www.sherlock.stanford.edu 

▸ new documentation
http://www.sherlock.stanford.edu/docs

▸ new ways to stay updated
http://news.sherlock.stanford.edu
http://status.sherlock.stanford.edu

http://www.sherlock.stanford.edu
http://www.sherlock.stanford.edu/docs
http://news.sherlock.stanford.edu
http://status.sherlock.stanford.edu


Status 
dashboard



Docs



Sherlock 2.0

▸ More CPUs, more memory
mostly 20-core nodes, soon 24-core
6.4GB/core, soon 8GB/core

▸ Faster GPUs
P100 SXM2/PCIe, P40, Titan Xp

▸ Faster network
2:1 EDR IB fabric, 100GB/s

▸ Newer software stack
CentOS 7.4, Slurm 17.11



New login procedure

Sherlock 1.0
sherlock.stanford.edu

▸ GSSAPI (Kerberos)
▸ No 2FA
▸ 2 load-balanced login nodes

Sherlock 2.0
login.sherlock.stanford.edu

▸ SUNetID password (or GSSAPI)
▸ 2FA (Duo)
▸ 4 load-balanced login nodes



Data storage

Sherlock 2.0 is approved for Moderate Risk data 
https://uit.stanford.edu/guide/riskclassification 

Same filesystems:

▸ $HOME, $PI_HOME
off-site replication, snapshots

▸ $SCRATCH, $PI_SCRATCH
high-performance, parallel filesystem
purged after 6 months

https://uit.stanford.edu/guide/riskclassification


And Oak!
http://oak-storage.stanford.edu

▸ "cheap 'n deep" storage for long-term storage 
of research data

▸ scales to petabytes

▸ natively accessible on Sherlock
Gateways (NFS, Globus, SSH…) available on demand

▸ cheaper than cloud offerings

Google Coldline $0.007/GB/month + networking/metadata fees, retrieval delays

AWS Glacier $0.004/GB/month + networking/metadata fees, retrieval delays

Oak $0.003/GB/month no additional fee, immediate retrieval

http://oak-storage.stanford.edu


Jobs scheduler

▸ Newer Slurm version

▸ More resources for Slurm controllers

▸ Same partition structure

▸ Similar limits 
scaled for partition sizes

▸ New group limits on "public" partitions



Scheduler partitions

▸ "Public" partitions
Anybody can use Limits

▸ dev: interactive/debug nodes 2-hour jobs, 2 CPUs/user

▸ normal: regular CPU nodes 7-day jobs, 128 CPUs/user

▸ bigmem: large memory nodes 1-day jobs, 1 node/user

▸ gpu: GPU nodes 2-day jobs, 4 GPUs/user

▸ Owner partitions
Nodes purchased by PIs, one partition per owner

▸ "Owners" partition
Preemptable partition for background owners' jobs



Partition structure

normal

owners

dev gpu bigmem

A B C

D

E

F G

"Public" partitions

▸ All users can submit jobs there

Owner partitions

▸ PI A (only) can submit to partition "A"
▸ PI A can submit to "owners" and run on 

nodes from PI B
▸ When PI B submits to "B", PI A's job on B is 

preempted (ie. killed)



Software modules

▸ Completely new software environment
Recompilation recommended

▸ Same software modules system
Now with categories: 
biology, chemistry, devel, math, physics, system, viz

▸ More than 260 software packages provided
Complete list at http://www.sherlock.stanford.edu/docs/software/list 

http://www.sherlock.stanford.edu/docs/software/list


Commercial software

▸ Users are responsible for providing their own 
commercial software licenses

▸ eg. how to run Matlab on Sherlock 2.0

a. contact Stanford Software Licensing (software@stanford.edu)

b. purchase a number of licenses that will match your usage on 
Sherlock ($70 / user / year)

c. let us know, so we can give you access

d. enjoy Matlab

mailto:software@stanford.edu


Transition process

Phase 1: coexistence
two separate clusters, using distinct login nodes, providing access 
to different hardware and software.

Phase 2: merge ← we are here

original Sherlock nodes are being merged into the new cluster

Phase 3: retirement
older compute nodes (> 5 years) will be gradually retired (incl. 
owners' nodes)

Ultimately, the Sherlock 1.0 / 2.0 distinction will disappear, and 
Sherlock will be a single system again.



Transition guide

For more details about the transition to Sherlock 2.0, see 
our transition guide at

http://www.sherlock.stanford.edu/docs/overview/transition 

http://www.sherlock.stanford.edu/docs/overview/transition


THANKS!

Any question?
You can find us at srcc-support@stanford.edu

https://www.sherlock.stanford.edu





X.
Practical tips



Nodes features aka taming node diversity

$ sinfo -e -o "%.10R %.8D %.10m %.5c %7z %8G %110f %N"
 PARTITION    NODES     MEMORY  CPUS S:C:T   GRES     AVAIL_FEATURES                                                                                                 NODELIST
    normal       56     128633    20 2:10:1  (null)   CPU_GEN:BDW,CPU_SKU:E5-2640v4,CPU_FRQ:2.40GHz                                                                  sh-101-[01-56]
    bigmem        1    3095890    56 4:14:1  (null)   CPU_GEN:BDW,CPU_SKU:E5-4650v4,CPU_FRQ:2.20GHz                                                                  sh-112-01
    bigmem        1     515578    32 2:16:1  (null)   CPU_GEN:BDW,CPU_SKU:E5-2697Av4,CPU_FRQ:2.60GHz                                                                 sh-112-02
       dev        2     128633    20 2:10:1  (null)   CPU_GEN:BDW,CPU_SKU:E5-2640v4,CPU_FRQ:2.40GHz                                                                  sh-101-[57-58]
       gpu        1     257674    20 2:10:1  gpu:4    CPU_GEN:BDW,CPU_SKU:E5-2640v4,CPU_FRQ:2.40GHz,GPU_GEN:PSC,GPU_SKU:TESLA_P40,GPU_MEM:24GB,,GPU_CC:6.1           sh-112-05
       gpu        1     257674    20 2:10:1  gpu:4    CPU_GEN:BDW,CPU_SKU:E5-2640v4,CPU_FRQ:2.40GHz,GPU_GEN:PSC,GPU_SKU:TESLA_P100_PCIE,GPU_MEM:16GB,GPU_CC:6.0      sh-112-04
[...]

▸ CPU features
▹ CPU_GEN CPU generation SNB|IVB|HSW|BDW|SKX
▹ CPU_SKU CPU model E5-2640v2
▹ CPU_FRQ CPU frequency 2.60GHz

▸ GPU features
▹ GPU_GEN GPU generation KPL|MXW|PSC|VLT
▹ GPU_SKU GPU model TITAN_X|K{20,80}|P{40,P100}
▹ GPU_MEM GPU memory 16GB|24GB
▹ GPU_CC  GPU Compute Capability 3.5|3.7|6.0|6.1



Job constraints

Users can request specific node features 

$ srun -p owners --gres gpu:1 -C GPU_SKU:TESLA_P100_SXM2 nvidia-smi
srun: job 1496170 queued and waiting for resources
srun: job 1496170 has been allocated resources
Mon Oct  2 12:06:41 2017
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| NVIDIA-SMI 384.81                 Driver Version: 384.81                    |
|-------------------------------+----------------------+----------------------+
| GPU  Name        Persistence-M| Bus-Id        Disp.A | Volatile Uncorr. ECC |
| Fan  Temp  Perf  Pwr:Usage/Cap|         Memory-Usage | GPU-Util  Compute M. |
|===============================+======================+======================|
|   0  Tesla P100-SXM2...  On   | 00000000:04:00.0 Off |                    0 |
| N/A   35C    P0    31W / 300W |      0MiB / 16276MiB |      0%   E. Process |
+-------------------------------+----------------------+----------------------+

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Processes:                                                       GPU Memory |
|  GPU       PID   Type   Process name                             Usage      |
|=============================================================================|
|  No running processes found                                                 |
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+


